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in the Italian Press as playing a losing game. Eden's reaction
was, two days later, to take a firm line at Geneva. Speaking
in clear, ringing tones, he said existing sanctions must be
maintained and more economic and financial added. The
Protocol of 1925 against the use of poison-gas was our charter
against extermination. We could not afford to pass over this
violation of it. We must stick to the League: the alternative
was anarchy.
In some ways this indignation over poison-gas, amply
shared as it was by the Council, drew attention from the
main sanctions issue. The Times speaks of Eden's * admirable
vigour and lucidity ', largely because to The Times ' vigour'
was ' admirable' inasmuch as it consisted merely of lucid
talking. Beyond that it was dangerous. Eden it seemed had
made a deep impression on the Council, which had only been
irritated by Baron Aloisi's bland suggestions that not Italy but
Abyssinia had been the aggressor.
At the end of this arduous month Eden was still at work
on the questionnaire—though it was announced that he
would not be going to Berlin personally—and was at the same
time facing an increasingly exasperated House of Commons.
He was heavily cross-examined, and was urged to demand
stronger sanctions, to withdraw the British Ambassador from
Rome, and to propose the expulsion of Italy from the League.
Question-time was full of demands for deeds not words. One
Labour member protested against what he called c collective
inaction' at Geneva.
During May and June events moved, and Eden with them,
to their tragic conclusions. On one day he was telling his
constituents that the rapid re-equipment of the three Services
was absolutely imperative, on the next he had to give Parlia-
ment an account of the Emperor of Abyssinia's flight from
Addis Ababa. No sooner had the great laborious question-
naire been put to Hitler than Aloisi startled the world by
walking out of the League Council. The questionnaire was
Hitler's pretext for taking offence, and shelving the embarras-
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